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Surface ordering above the isotropic–smectic-A transition at a silane-treated substrate
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Surface ordering in a homologous series of alkyl cyanobiphenyl (nCB! liquid crystals having a direct
isotropic–smectic-A (I -A) transition was investigated using evanescent-wave ellipsometry. The liquid crystal
was bounded by a solid substrate treated with a silane surfactant which induced homeotropic~perpendicular!
ordering of the liquid crystal molecules in the smectic-A phase. In the isotropic phase, one of the liquid crystals
~10CB! partially wet the interface with an orientationally ordered, homeotropically aligned layer. The ordered
interfacial layer grew without layering transitions but remained finite in thickness as the bulkI-A transition was
approached. The interfacial layer has significantly lower orientational order than is observed in the smectic
phase, indicating the possibility that the surface region of 10CB may be in a surface-induced, nonspontaneous
nematic phase. The other liquid crystals~11 and 12CB! showed no surface ordering behavior whatsoever.
Models describing the ordered surface layer of 10CB are presented. The results can be interpreted as a shar
transition in the surface ordering behavior as the chain length of the liquid crystal is varied, at theI-A transition
of a liquid crystal.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.010702 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 64.70.Md, 68.08.Bc
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Molecular ordering of a liquid crystal~LC! near a free
surface or boundary substrate is a problem of long-stand
interest, since its prediction@1# and discovery@2# in the iso-
tropic ~I! phase of nematic~orientationally ordered! LCs. Re-
cent studies of surface ordering have probed ordering on
nematic ~N! side of the I-N transition, finding surface-
induced ordering or disordering in various liquid crysta
substrate systems@3,4#.

More recently, attention has shifted to the more comp
problem of surface ordering in LCs having smectic~orienta-
tionally ordered and layered! phases. X-ray reflectivity and
optical ellipsometry studies have demonstrated smectic
dering at the free surface of a variety of LCs@5–10#. Experi-
ments have detected sharp layering transitions as succe
molecular layers form at the interface@6,7,9,10# as well as
growth of the smectic interfacial region without detectab
layering transitions@8,9#, and both partial wetting~formation
of a finite-thickness layer! @6,7,9# and complete wetting~by
an interfacial region of diverging thickness! @8–10# have
been observed at the free surface as the temperature is c
approaching theI-A transition.

So far there have been very few studies of interfacial
dering in a smectic LC near a solid substrate. Ocko has
vestigated smectic ordering ofnCB on Si-100 substrate
coated with alkylsilane using x-ray reflectivity, observin
partial wetting by an interfacial smectic region with layerin
transitions for 11 and 12CB@11,12#. NMR and heat capacity
measurements have been used to study interfacial orderin
porous glass, where both finite-size effects and interfa
ordering are present@13–15#. In this Rapid Communication
we report a study of interfacial ordering in 10–12CB abo
the I-A transition at a solid substrate, glass coated with
silane surfactantn,n-dimethyl-n-octadecyl-3-aminopropyl-
trimethoxysilyl chloride~DMOAP!. Using evanescent-wav
ellipsometry~EWE!, we find an orientationally ordered in
terfacial layer in 10CB, but no molecular ordering whats
ever with 11 or 12CB. These results demonstrate a sur
ordering transition in the interfacial region as alkyl cha
651X/2001/64~1!/010702~4!/$20.00 64 0107
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length is varied. Even more surprisingly, our results indic
that the interfacial region of 10CB, above theI-A transition,
has a significantly lower orientational ordering than its sm
tic bulk phase, suggesting the possibility that the interfac
region may be in a nonspontaneous nematic phase ind
by the surface-LC interaction field.

We use EWE to investigate the surface ordering beha
in liquid crystalline samples. The EWE apparatus is brie
described below and elsewhere@4#. Linearly polarized light
from a He-Ne laser is incident on the substrate-LC interfa
The LC is confined in a thin film between a high-refractiv
index glass prism (n51.845) and a glass plate, with the las
light incident from the prism side. The angle of incidence
chosen so that the light undergoes total internal reflect
with only an evanescent wave penetrating the interfacial
gion of the LC near the substrate. Initially equalp- and
s-polarization components of the incident light acquire
phase shift upon reflection from the interface. As we sh
below, the phase shiftDfc at the critical angle for total
internal reflectionuc is proportional to the integrated surfac
order of the LC molecules in the interfacial region. Th
phase shift is measured using the null technique: An a
lyzer is positioned after the sample to cross the original li
polarization, and a Pockels cell in the beam path is adjus
to induce an optical phase shift equal and opposite to the
induced by reflection from the sample cell, so that the ligh
restored to linear polarization before the analyzer and ex
guished. To enhance sensitivity, an oscillating voltage~10
kHz! is applied to the Pockels cell and the optical detec
~silicon photodiode! output is measured with a lock-in am
plifier. System instability due to thermal drifts in the Pocke
cell crystal or mount orientation is controlled by housing t
Pockels cell and mount in a temperature-controlled enclos
~60.02 °C stability!. The sample cell is enclosed in a two
stage oven with a temperature stability of61 mK.

The EWE apparatus allows us to probe the integrated
face order in the interfacial region. The penetration depth
the evanescent wave is of the order of an optical wavelen
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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~633 nm!, and the resulting optical phase shift is an avera
of the optical properties of interfacial region over its penet
tion depth. Hence, optical techniques cannot distingu
smectic layer order, with a distance scale of a molecu
length ~21 Å for 10CB @12#!, from nematic or orientationa
order. However, layering transitions, or discrete jumps in
integrated surface ordering with temperature, have been
tected in 12CB via ellipsometry, and our apparatus can ea
resolve transitions involving the addition of a single order
layer of molecules@8–10#.

We prepared our samples as follows. A glass prism
plate were cleaned first in acetone and subsequently in c
mic acid, then placed in a solution containing DMOAP~2%
by weight in distilled water with 3% acetic acid!. This pro-
cedure is believed to deposit a monolayer of DMOAP on
glass surfaces@16#. After baking for 1 h at 120 °C toremove
water and promote adhesion of the DMOAP layer, a narr
gap between prism and plate is filled by capillary suction
the LC in the isotropic phase. The glass plate is separ
from the prism at one end by a 130mm mylar spacer, so tha
the LC film is wedge-shaped, facilitating the spatial discrim
nation of the beam reflected from the prism-LC interfa
from the one reflected from the glass plate. Samples w
inspected visually and by polarized light microscopy; in
cases, the surface treatment induced uniform homeotr
alignment of the smectic phase.

We now describe our approach to analyzing the data
tained from the EWE apparatus. As mentioned previou
the phase shiftDfc that we measure is proportional to th
integrated surface order. When the bulk medium is optica
isotropic, the integrated birefringenceG, also called thecov-
erage, is defined byG5*0

`dz@ne(z)22no(z)2#, wherez is
the coordinate normal to the interface andne andno are the
extraordinary and ordinary indices of refraction of the L
which may vary withz in the interfacial region. The optica
anisotropyD«5ne

22no
2 is related to the nematic orienta

tional order parameterS by S(z)5D«(z)/(D«)max, where
(D«)max is the dielectric anisotropy of a perfectly aligne
nematic. The integrated birefringenceG is proportional to the
well-known adsorption parameterGads given by Gads

5*0
`dzS(z). Hence,Dfc , G, andGads are all proportional

and the EWE apparatus directly measuresGads as a function
of sample temperature.

More specifically, from a detailed consideration of t
reflectivity of the p- and s-polarized components of ligh
reflected from an inhomogeneous, anisotropic interface,
can show that the phase shiftDfc at the critical angle for
total reflection is given by the following approximate rel
tion:

Dfc5
4p

l
~«g2« i !

21/2E
0

`

dz~«g1« i2«g« i /«z2«x!,

~1!

where«g and « i are the dielectric constants of the incide
medium ~glass prism! and final medium~isotropic liquid!
respectively, and«x and«z are the elements of the dielectr
tensor of the liquid crystal in the inhomogeneous interfac
layer @17#. The above expression is appropriate to the cas
01070
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a homeotropically oriented, uniaxial molecular ordering
the interfacial region, and it is valid when the length-scaleL
of the interfacial region is much smaller than the optic
wavelengthl. We can express the dielectric constants«x and
«z in terms of the anisotropyD«5«z2«x and the isotropic
phase dielectric constant« i using the relations

«z5« i1
2

3
D« and «x5« i2

1

3
D«. ~2!

Putting the above relations into Eq.~1! and usingS(z)
5D«(z)/(D«)max we find the following expression relatin
the phase shiftDfc at the critical angle to the adsorptio
parameterGads:

Dfc5
4p

l

~2«g1« i !~D«!m

3« i~«g2« i !
1/2 Gads, ~3!

which shows thatDfc is proportional toGads as was indi-
cated earlier. Equation~3! is valid whenD«!« i andL!l,
whereL is the thickness of the interfacial region. For liqu
crystals, the first condition,D«!« i , is satisfied only ap-
proximately due to the typically large value of the dielect
anisotropy, but Eq.~3! remains a helpful guide. For bette
accuracy in computations, Eq.~1! is preferred. For the mos
accurate calculation ofDfc for reflection from an aniso-
tropic, inhomogeneous interfacial region of arbitrary leng
scale, the numerical 434 matrix method of Berreman can b
employed@18#. In this paper, all results described using Eq
~1! or ~3! were checked against a numerical calculation us
the matrix method; Eq.~1! agreed within 2% of the accurat
numerical matrix calculation, and the somewhat simpler
~3! was valid within 10%.

Since ellipsometry cannot separately measure the th
ness of the ordered region and the degree of ordering in
interfacial region, it is necessary to make some assump
about the order parameter profileS(z) in order to deduce the
thickness of the ordered layer. In the past work on interfac
ordering in nematics, Landau–de Gennes theories have
used to predict the functional form ofS(z) at different tem-
peratures, so that the thickness of the ordered interfa
layer could be determined@2–4#. The theoretical picture of
interfacial ordering in smectics is less clear, with seve
different frameworks competing. It seems clearest and m
useful, at this point, to choose a simple form forS(z), one
that is not tied to a particular theoretical approach. Acco
ingly, in this paper, we analyze our results for two simp
model profilesS(z), either an interfacial layer of constan
birefringence or a layer of exponentially-decaying birefri
gence. These models are described below.

For the case of an interfacial layer of thicknessL and
constant dielectric anisotropyD«, the coverageG is given
simply by G5D«L and the adsorption parameterGads is
given byGads5D«L/(D«)m . Putting this expression into Eq
~3!, we can findL, the thickness of the interfacial region, i
terms of known optical constants and the experimenta
measured valueDfc , providing we know the value ofD«;
typically, one makes the reasonable assumption thatD« is
equal to the dielectric anisotropy of the bulk smecticA
2-2
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~Sm-A) phase. The optical constants used for 10, 11,
12CB are given in Table I. The refractive indices presen
in Table I were determined from our measurements of
critical angle for total internal reflection on bulk Sm-A
samples. For reference, from Eq.~1!, we note that

Dfc5cG, with c523.2 mrad/nm for 10– 12CB.

Next we consider the case of an exponentially-decay
anisotropy profile, given byD«(z)5D« exp(2z/L), where
D« is the dielectric anisotropy at the interface (z50) andL
is the decay distance. For this profile, the coverage isG
5D«L just as before, and Eq.~3! results in the same expres
sion for the characteristic decay lengthL that was obtained
for the uniform interfacial layer. If the somewhat more acc
rate Eq.~1! is used, after a little algebra we can again fi
Dfc5c8G, with c8 a constant. For reference, we findc8
525.3 mrad/nm for 10CB andc8524.1 mrad/nm for 11 and
12CB.

We measured the phase shiftDfc at the critical angle for
total internal reflection as a function of temperature for th
LC samples. Our results for 10, 11, and 12CB are shown
Fig. 1, whereG ~which is proportional toDfc! is plotted
versus temperature. From the plot, we see that the integr
birefringence of 10CB grows but does not diverge as
temperature is cooled toward theI-A transition. Using the
material parameters in Table I, we can find the maxim
thickness of the ordered interfacial layer~just above theI-A
transition! for our model birefringence profiles. For the ste
function profile with constant dielectric anisotropy equal
the Sm-A–phase bulk value, we find a maximum layer thic

TABLE I. Ordinary and extraordinary indices of refractionno

andne in the Sm-A phase and refractive indexni for the isotropic
phase, determined within 0.1 °C of theI-A transition and measure
at l5632.8 nm.

Material no ne ni

10CB 1.499 1.646 1.546
11CB 1.493 1.639 1.537
12CB 1.490 1.631 1.536

FIG. 1. Integrated birefringenceG vs temperatureT-TIA for
10CB ~circles!, 11CB ~squares!, and 12CB~triangles!. Typical un-
certainty in G, based on different runs with identically prepare
samples, is estimated to be60.6 mrad.
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ness of 13.6 Å. For the exponential profile with surface
electric anisotropy equal to the Sm-A–phase bulk value, we
find that the characteristic length of the interfacial layer
12.4 Å. Noting that the thickness of a single layer~actually a
bilayer @19#! of smectic 10CB is 35 Å and the length of on
fully extended 10CB molecule is 21 Å@12#, we calculate that
the ordered interfacial region is less than one layer thick!
interfacial layer with a thickness smaller than a molecule
clearly impossible, so the assumption that the surface o
parameter is equal to the order parameter in the Sm-A phase
near the transition must be wrong: the magnitude of
surface ordering must be substantially less than the ma
tude of the ordering in the Sm-A phase. Reducing our mode
parameters for the interfacial dielectric anisotropyDe would,
of course, increase our estimate for the interfacial la
thickness, sinceG5DeL. In particular, if the surface anisot
ropy were smaller by a factorn, the interfacial layer would
be correspondinglyn times thicker. To take a specific ex
ample, if the dielectric anisotropy were one-tenth the b
Sm-A value, the interfacial layer thickness would be arou
130 Å, or about six molecules thick, which is comparable
the thickness of the nematic interfacial layer observed i
and 8CB on DMOAP-coated glass substrates in previ
work @3,4#. We also note that the measured integrated b
fringenceG increases smoothly, without discontinuities,
the I-A transition is approached. This continuous increase
G indicates an absence of layering transitions.

We note that in the above analysis, bulk values of refr
tive index ofnCB have been used as estimates of the ac
surface values of these parameters, which are prob
slightly different. While this estimation renders the exa
value of c ~in expressions likeDfc5cG! somewhat uncer-
tain, the overall qualitative conclusion, that the interfac
region of the 10CB sample is substantially less ordered t
bulk smectic 10CB, is unaffected.

For 11 and 12CB, there is no significant variation in t
integrated birefringenceG as the temperature approaches t
bulk I-A transition. From this we can conclude that these L
exhibit no measurable surface ordering behavior in thI
phase near DMOAP-coated glass. This result is somew
surprising in view of the fact that the Sm-A phase of these
samples was a well-aligned homeotropic monodomain.
note that the above data were confirmed through meas
ments on multiple samples for each different LC.

Our measurements on surface ordering in the alkyl cya
biphenyls are surprising in that we find surface ordering
10CB but not for 11 or 12CB. As we noted, our results c
be described as a surface ordering transition as the LC c
length is varied, an observation near theI-A transition. In a
previous experiment onnCBs at a solid Si-100 substrate
quite different behavior was observed: all homologs exh
ited ordering, with longer chains exhibiting the greatest
dering ~three layering transitions for 12CB, two for 11CB
and the continuous growth of an ordered region without l
ering transitions for 10CB! @12#. Experiments studying mo
lecular ordering at the free surface have also observed
12CB exhibits a stronger surface ordering tendency t
10CB ~around five layering transitions for 12CB@6,7,9#, one
indistinct layering transition for 10CB@7#!.
2-3
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Our samples differ from those used in the previous w
in two important ways which may explain the different su
face ordering behavior we observed. First, our surfac
~DMOAP! differed from ones used previously~alkylsilane,
aliphatic acid, or free surface!. Second, our glass substrat
are probably rougher than the solid substrates used in p
ous experiments@12,14#. Our substrate surfaces, mecha
cally polished tol/10 flatness forl5633 nm, are likely to
be rough on the order of 10 nm, comparable to the LC m
lecular length. Mirantsev has modeled liquid crystals nea
sinusoidally rough substrate, finding that the smectic or
decreased as degree of corrugation increased, and that s
tic order could be suppressed by a sufficiently wavy subst
@20#. It is not clear at this point whether surfactant selectiv
or substrate roughness is responsible for the remarkable
face ordering transition we have observed. We note
while the sample surface is rough on the scale of a LC m
ecule, the laser beam illuminates an area very much lar
hence, the optical signal averages over a large region of
microscopically rough surface. Experimental results fro
different samples, prepared identically, were therefore
pected and observed to be highly reproducible.

The most surprising feature of our observations repor
here is that the nematiclike molecular order in the interfac
region of the 10CB sample is considerably less than the
der parameter exhibited by its smectic bulk phase. One p
sibility, at this point speculative, that might explain both t
Re

M

te

m
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different surface ordering behaviors of 10CB relative to
and 12CB and the small degree of molecular order in
10CB interfacial layer, involves the formation of a no
spontaneous surface nematic phase. In a mixture of 8
10CB which normally undergoes a directI-A transition, Le-
lidis and Durand have observed a nonspontaneous nem
phase induced by a strong electric field@21#. In our experi-
ment, the substrate interaction orients adjacent LC molec
similarly to a localized external field and might be expect
to induce a nonspontaneous nematic phase in the interfa
region if the interaction strength is sufficiently large and
smectic ordering is suppressed. The combination of a sur
tant known to induce strong nematiclike ordering and a m
croscopically rough substrate, predicted to suppress sme
ordering@20#, might be expected to induce a nonspontane
nematic phase localized to the interfacial region. In the
anobiphenyls, it is probable that 10CB would more read
form such a phase than 11 or 12CB, since 10CB is the sh
est alkyl cyanobiphenyl to have a directI-A transition~9CB
has the phase sequenceI -N-A!. We will investigate this in-
triguing possibility, by examining mixtures of 9 and 10C
exhibiting a directI-A transition, as well as smectic orderin
of other mixtures and on differently treated substrates,
future work.
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